In this paper the midpoint approach for efficient scan conversion of parabola on hexagonal grid is proposed. The mid-point approach computes pixel nearest true curve using only integer arithmetic. The proposed algorithm is compared favorably with the existing parabola drawing algorithm on square grid. Owing to this approach we may visualize design ideas through animations and photorealistic renderings, and simulate how a design will perform in the real world in CAD tool with less aliasing artifact.
Introduction
An efficient algorithm for drawing output primitives (line, circle, ellipse, parabola and hyperbola) is important in the field of computer graphics to model the objects. The significant amount of work has been published for drawing output primitives in computer graphics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The primary motivation that exists in favor of using hexagonal grid over a square grid lies in its advantages. Some of them include sampling efficiency as it reduces the number of pixels being used, thus rendering the same resolution at a much better economic level. Its six fold symmetry offers superior symmetry which in turn reduces the computational time. It's well behaved connectivity provides less ambiguous identity of boundaries and regions corresponding to a particular pixel and thereby defines a definite neighborhood. Another interesting advantage is that the retina of the human eye closely resembles a hexagonal grid system facilitating a better view of the object with a hexagonal grid system [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In this paper we have proposed an algorithm for generation of parabola on hexagonal grid using the mid-point technique. Our algorithm use integer arithmetic in performance with regard to any existing algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the derivation of the parabola generating algorithm. In Section 3 results and discussion is given and finally conclusion is drawn in Section 4.
Proposed Parabola Drawing using Mid-point Algorithm
The parabola algorithm proposed in this section is structurally simple and used mid-point strategy. The flow chart representation of mid-point method used to draw parabola is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of three important modules. They are initialization, slope change prediction and symmetry pixel plotting. The detailed mathematical derivation of parabola drawing algorithm using mid-point strategy is discussed below.
Figure 1. Flow chart of mid-point algorithm
The equation of a parabola on a hexagonal grid with center at the origin (0, 0) of the coordinate system and axis along the x-axis is . This curve is symmetrical about the x-axis. In order to generate pixels for the parabola it is sufficient to generate the portion of the parabola that lies in the first quadrant. Remaining can be generating by virtue of symmetry ( Figure 2 ).
Figure 2. Parabola on hexagonal grid
The slope of the parabola is ( For parabola with axis parallel to the y-axis it is necessary to change the role of x and y. The complete algorithm for drawing parabola is presented below.
Select the initial pixel ( ) in region 1 and get the value of a. Compute the region1 termination condition =(
).
Compute Initial decision parameter and plot the pixel ( )

When the next pixel to be plotted is ( ) the updated decision parameter under this condition could be Otherwise, the next pixel to be plotted is ( ) the updated decision parameter under this condition could be 4. Repeat
Step 3 until the ( ). 
Compute the initial decision parameter in region
Results & Discussion
The fidelity of parabola drawn using proposed method is assessed through visual perception ( Figure 3 ) and using a number of metrics -average error, mean square error and maximum error. The average error is the sum of absolute differences between the theoretical y coordinate for the analog curve and the rasterized point, divided by total number of points, mean square error is the sum of squares of differences between the theoretical y coordinate for the analog curve and the rasterized point, divided by total number of points and maximum error is the maximum of the absolute difference between the theoretical y coordinate for the analog curve and the rasterized point. The quantitative analysis for parabola is shown in table 1. The average error, mean square error and the maximum error produced by the proposed algorithm and those produced by the existing algorithm [14] are found to be better. Due to better connectivity in the case of hexagonal grid, discretized parabolas are approximated by small polylines, whereas on the square grid, discretized parabolas are approximated by pixels. Single pixel perception may be disturbing the impression of continuity of the discretized parabola. This is due to the fact that in the square grid neighbors of a pixel are not placed all at the same distance. Moreover, two diagonal neighbors in the square grid have only one point in common, whereas two horizontal or vertical neighbors of the square grid, and all the neighbors of a pixel in the hexagonal grid, have one segment in common with their neighbor. This fact produces thickness variations in square digitization, leading to greater edge busyness and to a thinner average width in a line digitization. So the quality of the parabola produced by the hexagonal grid algorithm is better than that of the existing parabola drawing algorithm on square grid.
Conclusion
The mid-point method has been successfully applied to draw parabola on hexagonal grid. The quality of parabola and the average error, mean square error and the maximum error produced by the proposed algorithm are found to be better than to those obtained using the conventional parabola drawing algorithm on square grid. As a future enhancement, the approach may be applied to arbitrary curve drawing.
